New insight on the factors orienting the axonal outgrowth of grafted Purkinje cells in the pcd cerebellum.
Despite Purkinje cell replacement, leading to the repair of the cortical circuit of the pcd mouse cerebellum grafted with E12 cerebellar primordium, the reestablishment of the corticonuclear projection only occurs for some Purkinje cells and in a small percentage of grafted mice. In order to assess the importance of: (1) competition between host and grafted deep nuclei, and (2) the distance between the implants and the host deep nuclei, new grafted experiments have been performed. In the latter, solid grafts were taken from E13 or E14 donor embryos after removal of the region containing the postmitotic deep nuclear neurons, and randomly positioned at various cerebellar depths. With cortical implants, the absence of donor nuclear neurons is not sufficient to allow the axons of the grafted Purkinje cells that have invaded the host molecular layer to escape the confinement of this layer. The molecular/granular layer interface appears as an almost impassable obstacle, and the granule cell layer as a nonpermissive milieu. With grafts located between the host deep nuclei and the 4th ventricle (deep grafts), the grafted Purkinje cells project massively to the host nuclei, but they are unable to leave the implant and, therefore, they are not integrated in the deficient cortical circuit. Finally, when the grafts positioned in the central white matter (intermediate grafts) disrupt the integrity of the host granule cell layer, some of the grafted Purkinje cells invade the host molecular layer, while most of them remain within the implant. Some axons of the cortically integrated Purkinje cells, using the nearby graft as a bridge, seem able to innervate the host deep nuclei. The latter, in addition, receive a massive projection from the nonintegrated Purkinje cells. These results emphasize the ability of grafted Purkinje cells to specifically innervate their target host neurons, when either there is proximity, or when a permissive microenvironment for their axonal outgrowth is created by embryonic grafted cortical cerebellar neurons, filling the gap between the molecular layer and the deep nuclei of the host.